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William Shakespeare uses a metaphor in Romeo and Juliet when Lady Capulet compares Paris to a book. Two other examples occur when Romeo compares Juliet to the sun and when Paris compares Juliet to a flower and her grave to a wedding bed. In Act I, Scene 3, Lady Capulet describes Paris as a book in an extended metaphor that includes the words: This precious book of love, this boundless
lover. In Act II, Scene 2, Romeo talks about Juliet when he notices her on the balcony: What light breaks through the window over there? / It's east, and Juliet sun. In Act V, Scene 3, Paris goes to the grave to mourn Juliet and says: Sweet flower, with the flowers of your wedding bed I sprinkle. One example of the oxymoron in Romeo and Juliet comes from Act I, the scene I had when Romeo says: Oh love
fights! Oh loving hate! William Shakespeare used oxymorons profusely in his tragedy. Oxymoron is a statement or phrase that uses seemingly contradictory terms. Fighting does not seem synonymous with love, and does not love with hatred. Romeo continues in the same speech to use much more oxymorons when he says: On heavy lightness, serious vanity / Deformed chaos of well-seeming forms!/
Feather lead, bright smoke, cold fire, ill health! Using these oxymorons, Shakespeare lets Romeo show how confused he is with his new love emotions for Juliet. Juliet herself uses an oxymoron in Act I, Scene ii, when she says: Good night! Goodnight! Having shown such sweet grief. The word sweet is not usually used to describe sadness. When Juliet learns in Act III that Romeo killed her cousin Tybalt,
she uses oxymorons to describe the man she loves who did this terrible act against her family by saying he was a handsome tyrant. This oxymoron shows how her heart breaks at this point about Romeo. The word oxymoron is actually an oxymoron because it comes from two Greek words that are opposites: sharp and boring. An example of an empty verse in William Shakespeare's Romeo and Juliet is:
And when he dies, / Take it and cut it with little stars, / And it will make the face of heaven so beautiful / That the whole world will be in love with the night / And do not worship the ray sun. Another example of an empty verse: How art are you out of breath when you've hadt breath / To tell me you're on your breath? / The excuse that you dost do in this delay / It's more than a fairy tale you dost excuse.
Shakespeare wrote in three types of textual structure, known as rhymed poems, prose and empty verse. The empty verse has a certain rhythm, but the lines do not rhyme at the end, which increases their informality. The empty verse is often used in Romeo and Juliet because it is considered romantic because of its more relaxed, personable feeling. The rhymed verse is like an empty verse in that it has a
defining rhythm, but it rhymes with Rows. The prose is simply the structure of the paragraph and uses plain text without a defining rhythm. There's Romeo and Juliet in a string of empty verses in the second quarter. In fact, most of Romeo and Juliet's empty verse. The rhythm in the empty verse comes from the iambic pentameter. Henry Howard introduced an empty verse to England in 1540. The Bolivian
Amphibian Initiative is making 10 expeditions to places where the species was once common, hoping to find Romeo a female assistant. And who wouldn't like that face? Mathias Careaga / World Wildlife Conservation Romeo is a Sehuencas aquatic frog, and for years he was the only known member of his species alive - and only one spotted in the wild in more than 10 years. Researchers never gave hope
and rallied to find Romeo a lover. Their persistence paid off during an expedition to the Bolivian cloud forest. Teresa Camacho Badani, chief of herpetology at the Museum of Natural History Alcide d'Orbigny, and her team searched all day for any signs of sehuencas water frog and were going to call it quits when they decided to look through another stream. After 15 minutes of study, Badani saw the frog
jump into the water. I got into a pond while the water splashed all over me and dived with my hands to the bottom of the pond where I managed to catch the frog, Badani told The Global Wildlife Refuge. When I pulled it out, I saw an orange belly and suddenly realized that what I had in my hands was the long-awaited Sehuencas Water Frog. My first reaction was screaming I found one! And the team rush to
help me and get the frog to safety. This frog was a male, but Badani knew that if there was a male, there would be females nearby. They found another man and two females and brought all four back to the museum. They are currently under quarantine and live in an environment with the same water quality and temperature as in the wild. They will also be given a vaccine against an infectious disease,
shitridiomycosis. We don't want Romeo to get sick on his first date! When the treatment is finished, we can finally give Romeo what we hope is a romantic encounter with Juliet, Badani said. The team plans to go on more expeditions in the hope of finding several populations. However, if they find only one or two small populations, they will bring these frogs back and incorporate them into their conservation
program. But in order for the species to survive, Romeo (along with other male frogs) must successfully mate with the female. Badani hopes that Romeo and Juliet with hit him. She loves worms as much as Romeo loves them! She is very strong and swims very fast. She looks great and healthy. Opposites are attracted- while Romeo is very shy, Juliet is not at all! So we think she will make a great match for
Romeo. Before successfully finding Juliet, several organizations worked together to get word that Romeo desperately needed a lover. Back in February in the odd yet perfect collaboration, the Global Wildlife Conservation, match - The world's company relationship - - The Bolivian Amphibian Initiative has teamed up in a fundraising campaign to find a partner for Romeo. The goal was to get researchers in
this field to find out if any other sehuencas of water frogs exist, and if any, to find a potential partner. Romeo has his own dating profile for the match, and the campaign aims to raise $15,000 for Valentine's Day, money that will be used to fund 10 field expeditions of the Bolivian amphibious initiative. From basic field equipment to transport and guides, the means will be important to search for people and in
order to keep this species in existence. When biologists collected Romeo 10 years ago, we knew the sehuencas of the water frog, like other amphibians in Bolivia, was in trouble, but we had no idea we wouldn't be able to find any other person at all this time, said Arturo Munoz, founder of the Bolivian Amphibian Initiative and GWC Associate Conservation Scientist. Romeo began calling for mating about a
year after he was captured, but those calls have slowed in the last few years. We don't want it to lose hope and we still hope that others are there so we can create a breeding conservation program to save this species. Romeo is a sehuencas water frog, and is currently the only known person of its kind. Dirk Erken and Arturo Munoz/Global Wildlife Conservation Species have experienced major declines
due to a combination of climate change, habitat loss, pollution, a deadly chytrid amphibian pathogen, and the introduction of trout. And now he can find the last blow. According to the GWC, Bolivian plans to build a dam in a forested area where the Sehuencas water frog was once so common it became its namesake: Sehuencas. In addition to searching for Sehuencas water frogs and tadpoles, the
expedition team will check the water of streams and rivers at key sites for traces of DNA from frogs, confirming that they can be found there even if team members don't see them right away. Finding and preserving any Sehuencas water frog individuals is crucial before the dam goes up. And who wouldn't want to help keep the look with such a sweet face? Since 2010, Romeo has been living in an aquarium
in a shipping container that became an arch amphibian at the Alcide d'Orbigny Natural History Museum in Cochabamba, Bolivia. So if you want to help Romeo and the whole mind, visit Romeo's profile and make a donation to scientific expeditions. The Sehuenkas water frog is not the only amphibian species in need of protection. As a highly sensitive species indicator, frogs around the world have
experienced a serious decline for the same reasons: pollution, habitat loss, and chytrid amphibian pathogen. The loss of frogs indicates the decline of the ecosystem. A personal essay is an essay about your life, thoughts, or experiences. This type of essay will give look into your most intimate life experience and life lessons. There are many reasons why you you you need to write a personal essay, from a
simple class assignment to a college application requirement. You can use the list below for inspiration. Consider each statement as a starting point and write about a memorable moment that brings to mind a clue. Your most daring momentHow you met your best friendWhat makes your mom or dad specialHow you overcame fearWhy you will succeedWhy you made a difficult choiceA special place that
you try to avoidWhen a friend let you down In an event that changed your life With a special encounter with an animalA a time when you felt out of place Is the odd experience that doesn't make sense at the time of wisdom that hit home and changed your mindset likeA time, When you disappointed someoneYou's warmest memoryA time when you saw your parent cryThe moment you knew you had grown
your earliest memory of a holiday in your hometimes, when you had to make the best choiceOn the time when you dodged a dangerous situationIn a person you'll be thinking about at the end of your lifeOur favorite period of timeA the failure you experienced. someoneHow money matters in your lifeYour's biggest loss Is when you felt you've done the wrong thingA proud moment when you made the right
impression that you never shared with another personA special place that you shared with a childhood friend The first time you met a strangerYour the first handshake you go to hide, if you have a do-overA book that changed your life. That prompted the hopeWhen child to teach you a proud moment if your dog could talkY'e favorite time with your familyIf you could live in another countryIf you could invent
something in a hundred years If you lived a hundred years earlierThe animals you would like to be one thing, which you would change in your schoolThe biggest movie momentThe type of teacher you would be if you could be buildingA statue you would like to see if you could live anywhere the greatest discoveryIf if so you could change one thing about yourself with a weight of animals that could be headed
what can you do, that robots could never doYour the most unfortunate dayYour secret talentY secret loveOu the most beautiful thing you've ever seen is the most beautiful thing you've seen Something you've seen an accident that changed everythingA wrong choiceIf you were a foodHow you'd spend a million dollarsIf you could start a charity Meaning colorA close callYour favorite giftA random work you
would understand can't resist you hard lessonA visitor you'll never forget I'm inexplicable eventY's longest minuteAn embarrassing social momentIn the experience with deathWhy you'll never tell a lie If your mom knew she'd kill youThsest kissed, which meant you need to hug the hardest news you you DeliverA special morning morning good essay topics for romeo and juliet. argumentative essay topics for
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